
Quick Start Guide To The 
LocalPass Platform
(create.localpass.co)
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Passes Exist in a Larger Ecosystem
Passes are created as a package =

Template (created in Pass Designer) +
Relevant data (e.g. localpass.co, Facebook, your database etc.) + 
Private key (certificate, uploaded to Pass Designer) 

Passes can be updated at anytime using LocalPass Push Update 
Your app (if you have one) can interact with Passes

Ecosystem design
LocalPass creates and distribute passes (using your template + 
data + certificate)
Passes are presented and managed by the Passbook App (or 
PassWallet App) (or Samsung Wallet of Google Wallet for some  
territories)
Your app can interact with passes using LocalPass
Your systems can interact with LocalPass
LocalPass interacts with Passbook (and other mobile wallets) 
LocalPass server can update passes at any time (all, some or one)

Real world action
Interact with the Pass via 2D Barcode
You are responsible for Pass scanning (using your own hardware, 
application of the LocalPass Pass Manager App)

Passbook Refresher

Key features of a Pass
Pass style (5 main types) sets the overall visual appearance Fields 
contain text displayed on the pass
Fields support formatting (to an extent)
Pass colours can be customised
Images fill their allotted space
The Front of the pass does not have any links, other than share button 
and 'flip the pass button'
The back of the pass provides additional space for unlimited text and 
links
Barcodes link passes to your records
A link to a Pass can be displayed on the lock screen when relevant for 
the Pass owner

At a certain date/time
When near a certain location (GPS)
When near a bluetooth beacon (iBeacons in iOS7)

Passes support localisation
Passes are cryptographically signed and compressed
Passes can be distributed via email, SMS, MMS, the web, social 
media, an app and as QR codes (using the built in Passbook scanning 
app in iOS7)

ECOSYSTEM FEATURES
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A Pass
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Pass Template Pass Data Certificate
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The Pass Designer
The quickest and easiest way to design Pass templates
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First Things First
Plan your objective and implementation before designing your pass templates

Pass Objective

Pass Distribution Methods

Manage Dynamic data

Pass Redemption

Leveraging your existing system

Staff and Customer Support
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Pass
Settings

Choose the template type

Enter your unique template name

Choose a certificate type
to sign the passa

This will display 
on localpass.co 
screen

For automated notifications when 
customer received and uses a pass 
enter your email or your server 
URL

The designer will auto choose the fields of each type.

a For commercially distributed passes you 
must use one of your own certificates.

Set the serial 
number to 
be auto
generated
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Colors 
&

Images

Image selection will automatically change depending on your campaign type. Below shows a coupon example.

The image that 
appears on 
lockscreen

Use the colour picker or enter 
the hex value

Click or drag an image for use 
on the standard Pass Template
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Front
Content

Click and edit the fields in a 
particular position

Fixed: a field for every pass

Dynamic: can be different for
every pass

A field/item is made up of 3 pieces of information: 1. The Name (not displayed to the pass holder), 2. The Label and 3. The Data

“%@” is required in the lock 
screen notification and refers to 
the new value of this fields (when 
it changes)

eg: when a pass 
holder balance 
changes to $15, 
the lock screen
message will say 
“Your balance is 
now $15”
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Front
Content

A field/item is made up of 3 pieces of information: 1. The Name (not displayed to the pass holder), 2. The Label and 3. The Data

Passholders can enter their 
personalized information of the 
field after you ticked the box
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Back
Content

URLs, phone numbers, addresses will “Autolink” (unless you choose to suppress) for ultimate customer convenience

Enter the information which 
display on the pass back page

Drag and drop the order 
of the back fields
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Lock
Screen

Make notification messages less than 43 characters so the full message appears on the lockscreen.

Use the map to find the lat and 
long of your business

Message will 
appear on 
lockscreen 
when close to 
this location

Message will 
appear on 
lockscreen 
when close to 
this Beacon

Enter the name of Beacon

Enter the unique
major & minor ID
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Languages

Attach up to 35 languages per template. The pass will automatically display in the chosen language of the customer’s phone.

Choose the 
alternative language.
Make sure you copy 
and paste the full text 
from each field. i.e. do 
not enter each word 
to be translated. Enter 
the complete label or 
data text.

You can also have 
different images for 
“localised” version
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Distribution

Can issue unlimited 
number of passes or 
specify a restriction

Set date expiry to stop 
issue passes

Set password for pass 
update URL’s (push 
notification update)

Allow for convenient 
sharing of the 
localpass.co screen
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Final 
Product

This is the unique URL 
to this Pass Template

If you make changes to 
the template and want to 
push the update to all 
passholders, click Send 
Push.

If you want to reset 
dynamic fields to 
default values when 
updating be sure to 
check the box.

Make sure you save the pass template. You will be able to access this template from Your Account view.

This is the URL to be 
able to update an 
individual pass
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